The Syrophoenician’s Great Faith
Matt 15:21-30; Mark 7:24-30
Floating Feathers
Jesus Went To the Region of Tyre & Sidon
Jesus Went To Region of Tyre & Sidon
Mark 7:24

• Left region of Galilee

• Entered a house
Jesus Went To Region of Tyre & Sidon
Matt 15:21; Mark 7:24-25

wanted no one to know . . .

\(\theta\varepsilon\lambda\omega = \text{“to wish”}\)
Woman Had Two Major Problems
Matt 15:22; Mark 7:26

1. She was a gentile

2. She was a woman
The Woman “Cried Out”
Matt 15:22

... and began to cry out saying . . .

κραζω = “to cry out”
Jesus Said Nothing – Not A Word
Matt 15:23

Jesus Was
Silent like a rock
Woman Followed After Jesus
Matt 15:23
Disciples
Had
Cold Hearts

Matt 15:23
Feeling Rejection
Matt 15:24
The Woman Pleads

Matt 15:25
In Response - Jesus Calls Her A Dog

Matt 15:26
She Calls Herself A Dog
Matt 15:27
Great Faith

“The heart of Jesus rejoiced to see such an evidence of confidence linked with lowliness of spirit.”
Great Faith

God is not looking for faith that repeatedly pushes

but faith that is humbly requesting.